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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR LIQUID-SUCTION HEAT EXCHANGE

THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application is based upon and claims the benefit of United States provisional

application number 61/498,340, entitled "System and Method for Liquid-Suction Heat

Exchange Thermal Energy Storage," filed June 17, 201 1 and the entire disclosures of which

is hereby specifically incorporated by reference for all that it discloses and teaches.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] With the increasing demands on peak demand power consumption, Thermal

Energy Storage (TES) has been utilized to shift air conditioning power loads to off-peak

times and rates. A need exists not only for load shifting from peak to off-peak periods, but

also for increases in air conditioning unit capacity and efficiency. Current air conditioning

units having energy storage systems have had limited success due to several deficiencies,

including reliance on water chillers that are practical only in large commercial buildings and

have difficulty achieving high-efficiency.

[0003] In order to commercialize advantages of thermal energy storage in large and small

commercial buildings, thermal energy storage systems must have minimal manufacturing

costs, maintain maximum efficiency under varying operating conditions, have minimal

implementation and operation impact and be suitable for multiple refrigeration or air

conditioning applications.

[0004] Systems for providing stored thermal energy have been previously contemplated

in U.S. Patent No. 4,735,064, U.S. Patent No. 5,225,526, both issued to Harry Fischer, U.S.

Patent No. 5,647,225 issued to Fischer et al., U.S. Patent No. 7,162,878 issued to

Narayanamurthy et al., U.S. Patent No. 7,854,129 issued to Narayanamurthy, U.S. Patent No.

7,503,185 issued to Narayanamurthy et al., U.S. Patent No. 7,827,807 issued to

Narayanamurthy et al., U.S. Patent No. 7,363,772 issued to Narayanamurthy, U.S. Patent No.

7,793,515 issued to Narayanamurthy, U.S. Patent Application No. 1/837,356 filed August

10, 2007 by Narayanamurthy et al., Application No. 12/324,369 filed November 26, 2008 by

Narayanamurthy et al, U.S. Patent Application No. 12/371,229 filed February 13, 2009 by



Narayanamurthy et al., U.S. Patent Application No. 12/473,499 filed May 28, 2009 by

Narayanamurthy et al., U.S. Patent Application No. 12/335,871 filed December 16, 2008 by

Parsonnet et al. and U.S. Patent Application No. 61470,841 filed April 1, 201 1 by Parsonnet

et al. All of these patents and applications utilize ice storage to shift air conditioning loads

from peak to off-peak electric rates to provide economic justification and are hereby

incorporated by reference herein for all they teach and disclose.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] An embodiment of the present invention may therefore comprise: an integrated

refrigerant-based thermal energy storage and cooling system comprising: a condensing unit,

the condensing unit comprising a compressor and a condenser; an expansion device

connected downstream of the condensing unit; an evaporator connected downstream of the

expansion device; a thermal energy storage module comprising: a thermal storage media

contained therein; a liquid heat exchanger between the condenser and the expansion device,

that facilitates heat transfer between a refrigerant and the thermal storage media; a suction

heat exchanger between the evaporator and the compressor that facilitates heat transfer

between the refrigerant and the thermal storage media; and, a first valve that facilitates flow

of refrigerant from the condenser to the thermal energy storage module or the expansion

device.

[0006] An embodiment of the present invention may also comprise: an integrated

refrigerant-based thermal energy storage and cooling system comprising: a refrigerant loop

containing a refrigerant comprising: a condensing unit, the condensing unit comprising a

compressor and a condenser; an expansion device connected downstream of the condensing

unit; and, an evaporator connected downstream of the expansion device; a thermal energy

storage module comprising: a thermal storage media contained therein; a liquid heat

exchanger; and, a suction heat exchanger; a thermal energy storage discharge loop

comprising: an isolated liquid line heat exchanger in thermal communication with the liquid

heat exchanger, the isolated liquid line heat exchanger in thermal communication with the

refrigeration loop between the condenser and the expansion device, the discharge loop that

facilitates heat transfer between the thermal storage media and the refrigerant; a first valve

that facilitates thermal communication between the liquid heat exchanger and the isolated

liquid line heat exchanger; a thermal energy storage suction loop comprising: an isolated

suction line heat exchanger in thermal communication with the suction heat exchanger, the



isolated suction line heat exchanger in thermal communication with the refrigeration loop

between the evaporator and the condenser, the suction loop that facilitates heat transfer

between the thermal storage media and the refrigerant; a second valve that facilitates thermal

communication between the suction heat exchanger and the isolated liquid suction heat

exchanger.

[0007] An embodiment of the present invention may therefore comprise: a method of

providing cooling with a thermal energy storage and cooling system comprising: compressing

and condensing a refrigerant with a compressor and a condenser to create a high-pressure

refrigerant; during a first time period: expanding the high-pressure refrigerant with an

expansion device to produce expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with an

evaporator; transferring cooling from the expanded refrigerant downstream of the evaporator

to a thermal energy storage media within a thermal energy storage module via a suction heat

exchanger constrained therein; and, returning the expanded refrigerant to the compressor;

during a second time period: subcooling the high-pressure refrigerant downstream of the

compressor with the thermal energy storage media within the thermal energy storage module

via a liquid heat exchanger constrained therein; expanding the subcooled refrigerant with the

expansion device to produce expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with the

evaporator; transferring cooling from the expanded refrigerant downstream of the evaporator

to the thermal energy storage media via the suction heat exchanger; and, returning the

expanded refrigerant to the compressor;

during a third time period: subcooling the high-pressure refrigerant downstream of the

compressor with the thermal energy storage media within the thermal energy storage module

via the liquid heat exchanger; expanding the subcooled refrigerant with the expansion device

to produce expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with the evaporator; and, returning

the expanded refrigerant to the compressor.

[0008] An embodiment of the present invention may therefore comprise: a method of

providing cooling with a thermal energy storage and cooling system comprising: compressing

and condensing a refrigerant with a compressor and a condenser to create a high-pressure

refrigerant; during a first time period: expanding the high-pressure refrigerant with an

expansion device to produce expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with an

evaporator; transferring cooling from the expanded refrigerant downstream of the evaporator

to a thermal energy storage media within a thermal energy storage module via an isolated

suction line heat exchanger; and, returning the expanded refrigerant to the compressor; during

a second time period: subcooling the high-pressure refrigerant downstream of the condenser



with the thermal energy storage media via an isolated liquid line heat exchanger; expanding

the subcooled refrigerant with the expansion device to produce expanded refrigerant and

provide load cooling with the evaporator; transferring cooling from the expanded refrigerant

downstream of the evaporator to the thermal energy storage media via the isolated suction

line heat exchanger; and, returning the expanded refrigerant to the compressor; during a third

time period: subcooling the high-pressure refrigerant downstream of the condenser with the

thermal energy storage media via an isolated liquid line heat exchanger; expanding the

subcooled refrigerant with the expansion device to produce expanded refrigerant and provide

load cooling with the evaporator; and, returning the expanded refrigerant to the compressor.

[0009] An embodiment of the present invention may also comprise: an integrated

refrigerant-based thermal energy storage and cooling system comprising: a refrigerant loop

containing a refrigerant comprising: a condensing unit, the condensing unit comprising a

compressor and a condenser; an expansion device connected downstream of the condensing

unit; and, an evaporator connected downstream of the expansion device; a thermal energy

storage module comprising: a thermal storage and transfer media contained therein; a thermal

energy storage discharge loop comprising: an isolated liquid line heat exchanger in thermal

communication with the thermal energy storage module, the isolated liquid line heat

exchanger in thermal communication with the refrigeration loop between the condenser and

the expansion device, the discharge loop that facilitates heat transfer between the thermal

storage and transfer media in the thermal energy storage module and the refrigerant; a first

valve that facilitates thermal communication between the thermal energy storage module and

the isolated liquid line heat exchanger; a thermal energy storage charge loop comprising: an

isolated suction line heat exchanger in thermal communication with the thermal energy

storage module, the isolated suction line heat exchanger in thermal communication with the

refrigeration loop between the evaporator and the condenser, the charge loop that facilitates

heat transfer between the thermal storage and transfer media in the thermal energy storage

module and the refrigerant; a second valve that facilitates thermal communication between

the thermal energy storage module and the isolated liquid suction heat exchanger.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] In the drawings,



[0011] FIGURE 1 schematically illustrates an embodiment of a thermal energy storage

liquid-suction heat exchanger for air conditioning and refrigerant applications.

[0012] FIGURE 2 schematically illustrates another embodiment of a thermal energy

storage liquid-suction heat exchanger.

[0013] FIGURE 3 schematically illustrates an embodiment of an isolated thermal energy

storage liquid-suction heat exchanger.

[0014] FIGURE 4vschematically illustrates another embodiment of an isolated thermal

energy storage liquid-suction heat exchanger.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0015] While this invention is susceptible to embodiment in many different forms, it is

shown in the drawings, and will be described herein in detail, specific embodiments thereof

with the understanding that the present disclosure is to be considered as an exemplification of

the principles of the invention and is not to be limited to the specific embodiments described.

[0016] Figure 1 illustrates an embodiment of a thermal energy storage liquid-suction heat

exchanger (TES-LSHX) for air conditioning and refrigeration (AC/R) applications. As

illustrated in Figure 1, a variety of modes may be utilized in the system shown to provide

cooling in various conventional or non-conventional air conditioning/refrigerant applications

and utilized with an integrated condenser/compressor/evaporator (e.g., off-the-shelf unit or

original equipment manufactured [OEM]) as either a retrofit to an existing system or a

completely integrated new install. In this embodiment, three primary modes of operation are

attainable with the system as shown: LSHX mode, charge mode, and discharge modes.

[0017] The TES-LSHX embodied in Figure 1 allows the benefits of liquid-suction heat

exchangers that can be stored and aggregated over one period of time, and dispatched at a

later period of time, to improve AC/R system efficiency during desired conditions. As an

example, many TES-LSHX systems may be deployed in a geographic region and the

aggregated performance improvements dispatched to reduce peak utility system demand. Not

only are the benefits of LSHX stored and aggregated for later use, but when dispatched, the

discharge rate can exceed the charge rate, thereby further enhancing the benefit of demand

reduction to utilities. The disclosed embodiments allow great flexibility and can be

incorporated into OEM AC R system designs, and/or bundled with condensing units or



evaporator coils. These TES-LSHX systems can be retrofit with existing systems by

installing the product at any point along the existing AC/R system's lineset.

[0018] Figure 1 shows a single valve design for a direct heat exchange configuration.

The direct heat exchange configuration refers to the fact that energy is transferred directly

from the AC/R system's liquid and suction lines to the storage media or each other. For

example, the refrigerant used in the AC/R system to provide cooling to the load, is in direct

thermal communication with the storage media. The single valve design shown in Figure 1

allows several modes of operation including LSHX, charge, and discharge. The multi-valve

design shown in Figure 2, allows additional modes of operation, including LSHX isolated

(normal direct expansion AC/R operation) and subcooling only discharge.

[0019] When operating in charge mode, the system of Figure 1 activates all basic AC/R

components, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 120,

and the evaporator 14. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 rejects heat from the storage media

160 to the cold vapor return line between the evaporator and compressor. Valve V I 122

directs warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 1 , after being compressed by the

compressor 110, to the expansion device 120, bypassing the TES-LSHX 116. The warm

liquid is expanded by the evaporator expansion device 120 to generate a cold mixed phase

refrigerant that absorbs heat and is vaporized in the evaporator 114 to provide cooling. The

cold vapor refrigerant leaves the evaporator 114 and enters the TES-LSHX 116 where it

transfers cooling to (absorbs heat from) the storage media 160 through the suction heat

exchanger 170, resulting in increased superheat of the cold vapor refrigerant prior to entering

the compressor 110. In this mode, there is a net energy removal from the storage media 160.

[0020] In the LSHX mode of the system of Figure 1, all basic AC/R components are

active including the compressor 110, condenser 12, evaporator expansion device 120, and

the evaporator 114. In this embodiment, the TES-LSHX 16 transfers energy from the warm

liquid supply line to the cold vapor suction line through direct heat exchange in the liquid

heat exchanger 175 and/or via the storage media 160. Valve VI 122 in this example, directs

warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being compressed by the compressor

110, to the TES-LSHX 116 (storage module) where it rejects heat to the storage media 160

and or the cold vapor refrigerant leaving the evaporator 114 via the suction heat exchanger

170. This rejection of heat to the storage media 160, results in increased subcooling of the

warm liquid prior to entering the evaporator expansion device 120. The warm liquid is

expanded by the evaporator expansion device 20 to generate a cold mixed phase refrigerant

that absorbs heat and is vaporized in the evaporator 114 to provide cooling. The cold vapor



refrigerant leaves the evaporator 114 and enters the TES-LSHX 116 where it transfers

cooling to (absorbs heat from) the storage media 160 and/or the warm liquid refrigerant

leaving valve V I 122 via the liquid heat exchanger 175. This results in increased

superheating of the cold vapor refrigerant prior to entering the compressor 110. In this mode,

the TES-LSHX 116 acts as a traditional LSHX (i.e., there is zero or a neutral net energy

transfer to the storage media 160).

[0021] In the discharge mode of the system of Figure 1, all basic AC/R components are

active including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 0, and

the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 (storage module) transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line to the storage media 160 and the cold vapor suction line through

direct heat exchange in the LSHX 175. In this mode, valve V I 122 directs warm liquid

refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being compressed by the compressor 10, to the

TES-LSHX 116, where it rejects heat to the storage media 160 and/or the cold vapor

refrigerant leaving the evaporator 1 4 via the suction heat exchanger 170. This results in

increased subcooling of the warm liquid prior to entering the evaporator expansion device

120. This warm liquid is expanded by the evaporator expansion device 120 to generate a

cold mixed phase refrigerant that absorbs heat and is vaporized in the evaporator 1 4 to

provide cooling. The cold vapor refrigerant leaves the evaporator 114 and enters the TES-

LSHX 116 where it transfers cooling to (absorbs heat from) the storage media 160 and/or the

warm liquid refrigerant leaving valve V I 122 via the suction heat exchanger 170, resulting in

increased superheat of the cold vapor refrigerant prior to entering the compressor 110. In this

mode, there is a net energy addition to the storage media 160.

[0022] Figure 2 illustrates another embodiment of a TES-LSHX for AC/R applications.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the addition of a second valve V2 124 provides additional modes

that may be utilized in the system as shown, to provide cooling in various conventional or

non-conventional AC R applications and utilized with an integrated

condenser/compressor/evaporator as either a retrofit to an existing system or a completely

integrated new install. In this embodiment, five primary modes of operation are attainable

with the system as shown: LSHX mode, charge mode, discharge mode, LSHX isolated mode

and subcooling only discharge mode.

[0023] In charge mode of the system of Figure 2, all basic AC/R components are active

including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 120, and the

evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 rejects heat from the storage media 160 to

the cold vapor return line. Valve V I 122 directs warm liquid refrigerant leaving the



condenser 112, after being compressed by the compressor 110, to the evaporator expansion

device 120, bypassing the TES-LSHX 116. The warm liquid is expanded by the evaporator

expansion device 120 to generate a cold mixed phase refrigerant that absorbs heat and is

vaporized in the evaporator 114 to provide cooling. The cold vapor refrigerant leaves the

evaporator 114 and is directed by valve V2 124 to the TES-LSHX 116 where it transfers

cooling to (absorbs heat from) the storage media 160 via the suction heat exchanger 170,

resulting in increased superheat of the cold vapor refrigerant prior to entering the compressor

110. In this mode, there is a net energy removal from the storage media 160.

[0024] The system of Figure 2, when in LSHX mode, operates with all basic AC/R

components active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion

device 120, and the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line to the cold vapor suction line through direct heat exchange in the

liquid heat exchanger 175 and/or via the storage media 160. Valve V 122 directs warm

liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being compressed by the compressor 110,

to the TES-LSHX 1 6 (storage module). Here, the refrigerant rejects heat to the storage

media 160 and/or the cold vapor refrigerant leaving the evaporator 114 via the liquid heat

exchanger 175, resulting in increased subcooling of the warm liquid prior to entering the

evaporator expansion device 120. The warm liquid is expanded by the evaporator expansion

device 120 to generate a cold mixed phase refrigerant that absorbs heat and is vaporized in

the evaporator 114 to provide cooling. The cold vapor refrigerant leaves the evaporator 114

and is directed by valve V2 124 to the TES-LSHX 116 where it transfers cooling to (absorbs

heat from) the storage media 160 and/or the warm liquid refrigerant leaving valve V 122 via

the suction heat exchanger 170. This results in increased superheat of the cold vapor

refrigerant prior to entering the compressor 110. In this mode, the TES-LSHX 116 is in a

discharged state and acts as a traditional LSHX (i.e., there is zero or a neutral net energy

transfer to the storage media 160).

[0025] In discharge mode of the system of Figure 2, all basic AC/R components are

active including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 120, and

the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 16 transfers energy from the warm liquid

supply line to the storage media 160 and the cold vapor suction line through direct heat

exchange in the liquid heat exchanger 175. Valve V I 122 directs warm liquid refrigerant

leaving the condenser 112, after being compressed by the compressor 110, to the TES-LSHX

116 where it rejects heat to the storage media 160 and/or the cold vapor refrigerant leaving

the evaporator 1 4 via the liquid heat exchanger 175. This results in increased subcooling of



the warm liquid prior to entering the evaporator expansion device 120. The warm liquid is

expanded by the evaporator expansion device 120 to generate a cold mixed phase refrigerant

that absorbs heat and is vaporized in the evaporator 114 to provide cooling. The cold vapor

refrigerant leaves the evaporator 114 and is directed by valve V2 124 to the TES-LSHX 116

where it transfers cooling to (absorbs heat from) the storage media 160 and/or the warm

liquid refrigerant leaving valve V 122 via the suction heat exchanger 170. This results in

increased superheat of the cold vapor refrigerant prior to entering the compressor 110. In this

mode, there is a net energy addition to the storage media 160.

[0026] In LSHX isolated mode, all basic AC/R components of the system of Figure 2 are

active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 120, and

the evaporator 14. The TES-LSHX 1 6 is isolated from the AC R circuit and is inactive.

Valve VI 122 directs warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being

compressed by the compressor 1 0, to the evaporator expansion device 120, bypassing the

TES-LSHX 116. The warm liquid is expanded by the evaporator expansion device 120 to

generate a cold mixed phase refrigerant that absorbs heat and is vaporized in the evaporator

114 to provide cooling. The cold vapor refrigerant leaves the evaporator 14 and is directed

by valve V2 124 to the compressor 110, bypassing the TES-LSHX 116. In this mode, the

TES-LSHX 1 6 is isolated from the AC/R circuit and inactive, allowing the AC/R system to

operate traditionally (no TES-LSHX or LSHX operation) if desired.

[0027] In subcooling only discharge mode, all basic AC R components of the system of

Figure 2 are active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion

device 120, and the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line to the storage media 160. Valve V I 122 directs warm liquid

refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being compressed by the compressor 110, to the

TES-LSHX 6 where it rejects heat to the storage media 160 via liquid heat exchanger 175,

resulting in increased subcooling of the warm liquid prior to entering the evaporator

expansion device 120. The warm liquid is expanded by the evaporator expansion device 20

to generate a cold mixed-phase refrigerant that transfers cooling (absorbs heat) and is

vaporized in the evaporator 114 to provide cooling. The cold vapor refrigerant leaves the

evaporator 114 and is directed by valve V2 124 to the compressor 110, bypassing the TES-

LSHX 116. In this mode, there is a net energy addition to the storage media 160.

[0028] Figure 3 illustrates yet another embodiment of a TES-LSHX for AC/R

applications. As illustrated in Figure 3, the addition of isolation to the TES-LSHX affords

additional versatility and provides additional modes that may be utilized in the system as



shown, to provide cooling in various conventional or non-conventional AC/R applications

and utilized with an integrated condenser/compressor/evaporator as either a retrofit to an

existing system or a completely integrated new install. In this embodiment, five primary

modes of operation are attainable with the system as shown: LSHX mode, charge mode,

discharge mode, LSHX isolated mode and subcooling only discharge mode.

[0029] In charge mode of the system of Figure 3, all basic AC/R components are active

including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 1 0, and the

evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 16 (storage module) rejects heat from the

storage media 160 to the cold vapor return line through an isolated circuit. The heat

exchange process that occurs in the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140 between the

AC/R circuit refrigerant and the suction line secondary circuit refrigerant, results in increased

superheat in the cold vapor refrigerant leaving the evaporator 114 prior to entering the

compressor 110. Valve V I 2 is in a "closed" state preventing cold liquid refrigerant from

flowing from the TES-LSHX 116 to the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138. Cold vapor

refrigerant in the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140, rejects heat to the cold vapor

leaving the evaporator 114 and condenses. The cold liquid refrigerant in the isolating suction

line heat exchanger 140 flows to the TES-LSHX 116 via refrigerant pump 104 and valve V2

124, which is in the "open" state, where it absorbs heat from the storage media 160 via the

suction heat exchanger 170 and vaporizes. The vapor generated in the suction heat exchanger

170 flows back to the isolating suction line heat exchanger 1 0 to repeat the process. In the

charge mode, there is a net energy removal from the storage media 160. The refrigerant

pumps 102, 104 in this configuration are optional. An alternative motive force for secondary

circuit refrigerant movement is a gravity assisted thermosiphon. Valve V2 1 4 is also

optional in this configuration.

[0030] The system of Figure 3, when in LSHX mode, operates with all basic AC/R

components active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion

device 120, and the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line of the AC/R circuit to the cold vapor suction line of the AC/R

circuit through multiple isolated circuits. The heat exchange processes that occur in the

isolating heat exchangers 38 and 140, between the AC/R circuit refrigerant, the liquid line

secondary circuit refrigerant, and the suction line secondary circuit refrigerant, result in

increased subcooling of the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being

compressed by the compressor 1 0, prior to entering the evaporator expansion device 120.

This also results in an increased superheat in the cold vapor refrigerant leaving the evaporator



114 prior to entering the compressor 110. Valve V 122 is in an "open" state allowing cold

liquid refrigerant to flow from the TES-LSHX 116 to the isolating liquid line heat exchanger

138, via refrigerant pump 102. The liquid refrigerant in the secondary circuit absorbs heat

from the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 1 2, after being compressed by the

compressor 110, via the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138, and vaporizes.

[0031] The cold vapor refrigerant in the liquid line secondary circuit leaves the isolating

liquid line heat exchanger 138 and returns to the TES-LSHX 116, where it rejects heat to the

storage media 160 and/or the cold liquid refrigerant in the suction line secondary circuit via

the liquid heat exchanger 175, and condenses. Cold vapor refrigerant in the suction line

secondary circuit of the suction heat exchanger 170 leaves the TES-LSHX 116 and enters the

isolating suction line heat exchanger 140. Here, heat is rejected to the cold vapor refrigerant

leaving the evaporator 14 via the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140, and condenses.

The cold liquid refrigerant in the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140 returns to the TES-

LSHX 16 via refrigerant pump 104 and valve V2 124, which is in the "open" state, where

the refrigerant transfers cooling to (absorbs heat from) the storage media 160 and/or the vapor

refrigerant in the liquid line secondary circuit via the suction heat exchanger 1 0, and

vaporizes. In this mode, the TES-LSHX 116 acts as a traditional LSHX. In this mode, there

is zero or a neutral net energy transfer to the storage media 160. The refrigerant pumps 102,

104 in this configuration are also optional, with alternative motive force being gravity

assisted thermosiphon. Valve V2 124 is also optional in this configuration.

[0032] The system of Figure 3, when in discharge mode, operates with all basic AC/R

components active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion

device 120, and the evaporator 14. In addition, the TES-LSHX 6 transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line of the AC/R circuit to the storage media 160, and the cold vapor

suction line of the AC/R circuit through multiple isolated circuits. The heat exchange

processes that occur in the isolating heat exchangers 138 and 140, between the AC/R circuit

refrigerant, the liquid line secondary circuit refrigerant, and the suction line secondary circuit

refrigerant, result in increased subcooling of the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the

condenser 112, after being compressed by the compressor 110, prior to entering the

evaporator expansion device 120, and increased superheat in the cold vapor refrigerant

leaving the evaporator 114, prior to entering the compressor 0. Valve V 122 is in an

"open" state allowing cold liquid refrigerant to flow from the TES-LSHX 116 to the isolating

liquid line heat exchanger 138, via refrigerant pump 102.



[0033] The liquid refrigerant in the secondary circuit, transfers cooling to (absorbs heat

from) the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112 via the isolating liquid line heat

exchanger 138, and vaporizes. The cold vapor refrigerant in the liquid line secondary circuit,

leaves the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138, and returns to the TES-LSHX 116. Here,

the refrigerant rejects heat to the storage media 160 and/or the cold liquid refrigerant in the

suction line secondary circuit via the liquid heat exchanger 175, and condenses. Cold vapor

refrigerant in the suction line secondary circuit of the suction heat exchanger 170, leaves the

TES-LSHX 116 and enters the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140. Here, the

refrigerant rejects heat to the cold vapor refrigerant leaving the evaporator 114, via the

isolating suction line heat exchanger 140, and condenses. The cold liquid refrigerant in the

isolating suction line heat exchanger 140, returns to the TES-LSHX 116 via refrigerant pump

104 and valve V2 124 (which is in the "open" state) where it transfers cooling to (absorbs

heat from) the storage media 160, and/or the vapor refrigerant in the liquid line secondary

circuit via the suction heat exchanger 170, and vaporizes. In this mode, there is a net energy

addition to the storage media 160. The refrigerant pumps 102, 104 in this configuration once

again are optional, as is valve V2 124.

[0034] In LSHX isolated mode, all basic AC/R components of the system of Figure 3 are

active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 120, and

the evaporator 114. In this mode, the TES-LSHX 116 is inactive, valve V I 122 is in a

"closed" state, and refrigerant pump 102 is inactive. This prevents liquid refrigerant from

leaving the TES-LSHX 116 and absorbing heat from the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the

condenser 2 via the isolatmg liquid line heat exchanger 138. Valve V2 124 is in a "closed"

state, and refrigerant pump 104 is inactive. This prevents cold liquid refrigerant in the

isolating suction line heat exchanger 140 from returning to the TES-LSHX 11 , and

absorbing heat from the storage media 160, via the suction heat exchanger 170. In this mode,

the TES-LSHX 116 is inactive, allowing the AC/R system to operate traditionally (no TES-

LSHX or LSHX operation). The refrigerant pumps in this configuration once again are

optional.

[0035] In subcooling only discharge mode, all basic AC/R components of the system of

Figure 3 are active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion

device 120, and the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line, to the storage media 160, through an isolated circuit. The heat

exchange process that occurs in the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138, between the

AC/R circuit refrigerant and the liquid line secondary circuit refrigerant, results in increased



subcooling of the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112 prior to entering the

evaporator expansion device 1 0. Valve I 122 is in an "open" state, which allows cold

liquid refrigerant to flow from the TES-LSHX 116, to the isolating liquid line heat exchanger

138, via refrigerant pump 102. The liquid refrigerant in the secondary circuit, absorbs heat

from the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 1 , after being compressed by the

compressor 110, via the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138, and vaporizes. The cold

vapor refrigerant in the liquid line secondary circuit leaves the isolating liquid line heat

exchanger 138, and returns to the TES-LSHX 116. Here, the refrigerant rejects heat to the

storage media 160 via the liquid heat exchanger 1 5, and condenses. Valve V2 124 is in a

"closed" state, and refrigerant pump 104 is inactive, thereby preventing cold liquid refrigerant

in the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140 from remrning to the TES-LSHX 11 , and

absorbing heat from the storage media 160 via, the suction heat exchanger 170. In this mode,

there is a net energy addition to the storage media 160. The refrigerant pumps 102, 104 in

this configuration once again are optional.

[0036] Figure 4 illustrates yet another embodiment of a TES-LSHX for AC/R

applications. As illustrated in Figure 4, the addition of isolation to the TES-LSHX affords

additional versatility and provides additional modes that may be utilized in the system as

shown, to provide cooling in various conventional or non-conventional AC/R applications

and utilized with an integrated condenser/compressor/evaporator as either a retrofit to an

existing system or a completely integrated new install. In this embodiment the TES-LSHX

utilizes a storage/heat transfer media 162 that acts to store thermal capacity as well as

transport this capacity (heating and/or cooling) to the primary AC R circuit. This

storage/heat transfer media 162 may be brine, glycol, ice slurry, encapsulated storage with

liquid, or any other type or combination that facilitates storage and transport of thermal

energy. Five primary modes of operation are attainable with the system as shown: LSHX

mode, charge mode, discharge mode, LSHX isolated mode and subcooling only discharge

mode.

[0037] In charge mode of the system of Figure 4, all basic AC R components are active

including the compressor 10, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 120, and the

evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 (storage module) rejects heat from the

storage/heat transfer media 162 to the cold vapor return line by directly circulating the

storage media through the isolating heat exchanger in communication with the refrigerant

loop. The heat exchange process that occurs in the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140

between the AC/R circuit refrigerant and the suction line secondary circuit, results in



increased superheat in the cold vapor refrigerant leaving the evaporator 114 prior to entering

the compressor 110.

{0038] Valve V I 122 is in a "closed" state preventing storage/heat transfer media 162

from flowing from the TES-LSHX 116 to the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138. Cold

storage/heat transfer media 162 in the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140 rejects heat to

the cold vapor leaving the evaporator 114. The cold storage/heat transfer media 162 in the

isolating suction line heat exchanger 140 flows to the TES-LSHX 116 via pump 105 and

valve V2 124, which is in the "open" state, where it absorbs heat from additional storage/heat

transfer media 162. The storage/heat transfer media 162 flows back to the isolating suction

line heat exchanger 140 to repeat the process. In the charge mode, there is a net energy

removal from the storage/heat transfer media 162. The pumps 103, 105 in this configuration

are optional. An alternative motive force for secondary circuit media movement is a gravity

assisted thermosiphon. Valve V2 124 is also optional in this configuration.

[0039] The system of Figure 4, when in LSHX mode, operates with all basic AC/R

components active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion

device 120, and the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line of the AC/R circuit to the cold vapor suction line of the AC/R

circuit through an isolated circuit. The heat exchange processes that occur in the isolating

heat exchangers 38 and 140, between the AC/R circuit refrigerant, the liquid line secondary

circuit media, and the suction line secondary circuit media, result in increased subcooling of

the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 11 , after being compressed by the

compressor 110, prior to entering the evaporator expansion device 120. This also results in

an increased superheat in the cold vapor refrigerant leaving the evaporator 114 prior to

entering the compressor 110. Valve V I 122 is in an "open" state allowing cold storage/heat

transfer media 162 to flow from the TES-LSHX 116 to the isolating liquid line heat

exchanger 138, via pump 103. The media in the secondary circuit absorbs heat from the

warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being compressed by the compressor

110, via the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138.

[0040] The warm storage/heat transfer media 162 in the liquid line secondary circuit

leaves the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138 and returns to the TES-LSHX 116, and/or

the storage/heat transfer media 162 in the suction line secondary circuit. Warm storage/heat

transfer media 162 in the suction line secondary circuit leaves the TES-LSHX 116 and enters

the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140. Here, heat is rejected to the cold vapor

refrigerant leaving the evaporator 14 via the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140. The



cold storage/heat transfer media 162 in the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140 returns

to the TES-LSHX 116 and/or the storage/heat transfer media 162 in the liquid line secondary

circuit via pump 105 and valve V2 124, which is in the "open" state. In this mode, the TES-

LSHX 116 acts as a traditional LSHX. In this mode, there is zero or a neutral net energy

transfer to the storage/heat transfer media 162. The pumps 103, 105 in this configuration are

also optional, with alternative motive force being gravity assisted thermosiphon. Valve V2

124 is also optional in this configuration.

[0041} The system of Figure 4, when in discharge mode, operates with all basic AC/R

components active, including the compressor 110, condenser 1 , evaporator expansion

device 120, and the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line of the AC/R circuit to the storage/heat transfer media 162, and

the cold vapor suction line of the AC/R circuit through an isolated circuit. The heat exchange

processes that occur in the isolating heat exchangers 138 and 140, between the AC/R circuit

refrigerant, the liquid line secondary circuit, and the suction line secondary circuit, result in

increased subcooling of the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being

compressed by the compressor 10, prior to entering the evaporator expansion device 120,

and increased superheat in the cold vapor refrigerant leaving the evaporator 14, prior to

entering the compressor 110. Valve VI 122 is in an "open" state allowing cold storage/heat

transfer media 162 to flow from the TES-LSHX 116 to the isolating liquid line heat

exchanger 138, via pump 103.

[0042] The storage/heat transfer media 162 in the secondary circuit, transfers cooling to

(absorbs heat from) the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112 via the isolating

liquid line heat exchanger 138. The warm storage/heat transfer media 162 in the liquid line

secondary circuit, leaves the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138, and returns to the TES-

LSHX 11 . Warm storage/heat transfer media 1 2 in the TES-LSHX 116 then enters the

isolating suction line heat exchanger 140. Here, the media rejects heat to the cold vapor

refrigerant leaving the evaporator 114 via the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140. The

cold storage/heat transfer media 162 in the isolating suction line heat exchanger 140, returns

to the TES-LSHX 116 via pump 105 and valve V2 124 (which is in the "open" state) where it

transfers cooling to the remaining storage/heat transfer media 162, and/or the media in the

liquid line secondary circuit. In this mode, there is a net energy addition to the storage/heat

transfer media 162. The pumps 103, 105 in this configuration once again are optional, as is

valve V2 124.



[0043] In LSHX isolated mode, all basic AC/R components of the system of Figure 4 are

active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion device 120, and

the evaporator 114. In this mode, the TES-LSHX 116 is inactive, valve V I 122 is in a

"closed" state, and pump 103 is inactive. This prevents storage/heat transfer media 62 from

leaving the TES-LSHX 116 and absorbing heat from the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the

condenser 112 via the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138. Valve V2 124 is in a "closed"

state, and pump 105 is inactive. This prevents cold storage/heat transfer media 162 in the

isolating suction line heat exchanger 140 from returning to the TES-LSHX 116. In this

mode, the TES-LSHX 116 is inactive, allowing the AC/R system to operate traditionally (no

TES-LSHX or LSHX operation). The pumps in this configuration once again are optional.

[0044] In subcooling only discharge mode, all basic AC/R components of the system of

Figure 4 are active, including the compressor 110, condenser 112, evaporator expansion

device 120, and the evaporator 114. In addition, the TES-LSHX 116 transfers energy from

the warm liquid supply line, to the storage/heat transfer media 1 2, through an isolated

circuit. The heat exchange process that occurs in the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138

between the AC/R circuit refrigerant and the liquid line secondary circuit media, results in

increased subcooling of the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112 prior to

entering the evaporator expansion device 120. Valve V I 122 is in an "open" state, which

allows cold storage/heat transfer media 162 to flow from the TES-LSHX 116, to the isolating

liquid line heat exchanger 138, via pump 103. The media in the secondary circuit absorbs

heat from the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the condenser 112, after being compressed by

the compressor 110, via the isolating liquid line heat exchanger 138. The warm storage/heat

transfer media 162 in the liquid line secondary circuit leaves the isolating liquid line heat

exchanger 138, and returns to the TES-LSHX 116. Here, the media rejects heat to the

remaining storage/heat transfer media 162. Valve V2 124 is in a "closed" state, and pump

105 is inactive, thereby preventing cold storage/heat transfer media 162 in the isolating

suction line heat exchanger 140 from returning to the TES-LSHX 116. In this mode, there is

a net energy addition to the storage/heat transfer media 162. The pumps 103, 105 in this

configuration once again are optional.

[0045] The disclosed system may utilize a relatively small capacity condenser

compressor (air conditioner) and have the ability to deliver high capacity cooling utilizing

thermal energy storage. This variability may be further extended by specific sizing of the

compressor and condenser components within the system. Whereas the aforementioned

refrigerant loops have been described as having a particular direction, it is shown and



contemplated that these loops may be run in either direction whenever possible.

Additionally, it is contemplated that the isolated loops for the suction line heat exchanger and

the liquid line heat exchanger in the embodiment of Figures 3 may be refrigerant based or

coolant based as in Figure 4. That is, each of the loops may be phase change refrigerant such

as R-22, R-410A, Butane or the like, or they may be non-phase change material such as brine,

ice slurry, glycol or the like.

[0046] The foregoing description of the invention has been presented for purposes of

illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the

precise form disclosed, and other modifications and variations may be possible in light of the

above teachings. The embodiment was chosen and described in order to best explain the

principles of the invention and its practical application to thereby enable others skilled in the

art to best utilize the invention in various embodiments and various modifications as are

suited to the particular use contemplated. It is intended that the appended claims be

construed to include other alternative embodiments of the invention except insofar as limited

by the prior art.



CLAIMS

[0047] The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive property or privilege is

claimed are defined as follows:

. An integrated refrigerant-based thermal energy storage and cooling system

comprising:

a refrigerant loop containing a refrigerant comprising:

a condensing unit, said condensing unit comprising a compressor and a

condenser;

an expansion device connected downstream of said condensing unit;

an evaporator connected downstream of said expansion device;

a thermal energy storage module comprising:

a thermal storage media contained therein;

a liquid heat exchanger between said condenser and said expansion device, that

facilitates heat transfer between a refrigerant and said thermal storage media;

a suction heat exchanger between said evaporator and said compressor that

facilitates heat transfer between said refrigerant and said thermal storage media; and,

a first valve that facilitates flow of refrigerant from said condenser to said

thermal energy storage module or said expansion device.

2. An integrated refrigerant-based thermal energy storage and cooling system

comprising:

a refrigerant loop containing a refrigerant comprising:

a condensing unit, said condensing unit comprising a compressor and a

condenser;

an expansion device connected downstream of said condensing unit; and,

an evaporator connected downstream of said expansion device;

a thermal energy storage module comprising:

a thermal storage media contained therein;

a liquid heat exchanger; and,

a suction heat exchanger;

a thermal energy storage discharge loop comprising:

an isolated liquid line heat exchanger in thermal communication with said

liquid heat exchanger, said isolated liquid line heat exchanger in thermal



communication with said refrigeration loop between said condenser and said

expansion device, said discharge loop that facilitates heat transfer between said

thermal storage media and said refrigerant;

a first valve that facilitates thermal communication between said liquid heat

exchanger and said isolated liquid line heat exchanger;

a thermal energy storage charge loop comprising:

an isolated suction line heat exchanger in thermal communication with said

suction heat exchanger, said isolated suction line heat exchanger in thermal

communication with said refrigeration loop between said evaporator and said

condenser, said charge loop that facilitates heat transfer between said thermal storage

media and said refrigerant;

a second valve that facilitates thermal communication between said suction

heat exchanger and said isolated liquid suction heat exchanger.

3. An integrated refrigerant-based thermal energy storage and cooling system

comprising:

a refrigerant loop containing a refrigerant comprising:

a condensing unit, said condensing unit comprising a compressor and a

condenser;

an expansion device connected downstream of said condensing unit; and,

an evaporator connected downstream of said expansion device;

a thermal energy storage module comprising:

a thermal storage and transfer media contained therein;

a thermal energy storage discharge loop comprising:

an isolated liquid line heat exchanger in thermal communication with said

thermal energy storage module, said isolated liquid line heat exchanger in thermal

communication with said refrigeration loop between said condenser and said

expansion device, said discharge loop that facilitates heat transfer between said

thermal storage and transfer media in said thermal energy storage module and said

refrigerant;

a first valve that facilitates thermal communication between said thermal

energy storage module and said isolated liquid line heat exchanger;

a thermal energy storage charge loop comprising:

an isolated suction line heat exchanger in thermal communication with said

thermal energy storage module, said isolated suction line heat exchanger in thermal



communication with said refrigeration loop between said evaporator and said

condenser, said charge loop that facilitates heat transfer between said thermal storage

and transfer media in said thermal energy storage module and said refrigerant;

a second valve that facilitates thermal communication between said thermal

energy storage module and said isolated liquid suction heat exchanger.

4. The system of claim 1, claim 2 or claim 3, further comprising:

a refrigerant management vessel in fluid communication with, and located

downstream of said condenser.

5. The system of claim 1, claim 2 or claim 3, wherein said expansion device is chosen

from the group consisting of a thermostatic expansion valve, an electronic expansion

valve, a static orifice, a capillary tube, and a mixed-phase regulator.

6. The system of claim 1, claim 2 or claim 3, wherein said evaporator is at least one

mini-split evaporator.

7. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a second valve that facilitates flow of refrigerant from said evaporator to said thermal

energy storage module or said compressor.

8. The system of claim 1, or claim 2, wherein at least a portion of said thermal storage

media changes phase in said charge mode and said discharge mode.

9. The system of claim 1, or claim 2, wherein said thermal storage media is a eutectic

material.

10. The system of claim 1, or claim 2, wherein said thermal storage media is water.

11. The system of claim 1, or claim 2, wherein said thermal storage media does not store

heat in the form of latent heat.

12. The system of claim 2 wherein said thermal energy storage discharge loop transfers

thermal capacity utilizing a coolant as a heat transfer medium.

13. The system of claim 2 wherein said thermal energy storage charge loop transfers

thermal capacity utilizing a coolant as a heat transfer medium.

1 . The system of claim 2 wherein said thermal energy storage discharge loop transfers

thermal capacity utilizing a refrigerant as a heat transfer medium.

15. The system of claim 2 wherein said thermal energy storage charge loop transfers

thermal capacity utilizing a refrigerant as a heat transfer medium.

16. The system of claim 3, wherein said thermal storage and transfer media is glycol.

17. The system of claim 3, wherein said thermal storage and transfer media is brine.



18. A method of providing cooling with a thermal energy storage and cooling system

comprising:

compressing and condensing a refrigerant with a compressor and a condenser to

create a high-pressure refrigerant;

during a first time period:

expanding said high-pressure refrigerant with an expansion device to produce

expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with an evaporator;

transferring cooling from said expanded refrigerant downstream of said

evaporator to a thermal energy storage media within a thermal energy storage module

via a suction heat exchanger constrained therein; and,

returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor;

during a second time period:

subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant downstream of said condenser with

said thermal energy storage media within said thermal energy storage module via a

liquid heat exchanger constrained therein;

expanding said subcooled refrigerant with said expansion device to produce

expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with said evaporator;

transferring cooling from said expanded refrigerant downstream of said

evaporator to said thermal energy storage media via said suction heat exchanger; and,

returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor;

during a third time period:

subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant downstream of said condenser with said

thermal energy storage media within said thermal energy storage module via said

liquid heat exchanger;

expanding said subcooled refrigerant with said expansion device to produce

expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with said evaporator; and,

returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor.

19. A method of providing cooling with a thermal energy storage and cooling system

comprising:

compressing and condensing a refrigerant with a compressor and a condenser to

create a high-pressure refrigerant;

during a first time period:

expanding said high-pressure refrigerant with an expansion device to produce

expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with an evaporator;



transferring cooling from said expanded refrigerant downstream of said

evaporator to a thermal energy storage media within a thermal energy storage module

via an isolated suction line heat exchanger; and,

returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor;

during a second time period:

subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant downstream of said condenser with said

thermal energy storage media via an isolated liquid line heat exchanger;

expanding said subcooled refrigerant with said expansion device to produce

expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with said evaporator;

transferring cooling from said expanded refrigerant downstream of said

evaporator to said thermal energy storage media via said isolated suction line heat

exchanger; and,

returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor;

during a third time period:

subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant downstream of said condenser with said

thermal energy storage media via an isolated liquid line heat exchanger;

expanding said subcooled refrigerant with said expansion device to produce

expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with said evaporator; and,

returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor.23. The method of claim 22

further comprising the step:

accumulating, storing and dispensing said high-pressure refrigerant with a

refrigerant management vessel in fluid communication with, and located downstream

of said condenser.

20. The method of claim 18 or claim further comprising the step:

expanding said high-pressure refrigerant with an expansion device chosen from

the group consisting of a thermostatic expansion valve, an electronic expansion valve,

a static orifice, a capillary tube, and a mixed-phase regulator.

21. The method of claim 18 or claim 19 further comprising the step:

accumulating, storing and dispensing said high-pressure refrigerant with a

refrigerant management vessel in fluid communication with, and located downstream

of said condenser.

22. The method of claim 18 further comprising the step:

cooling said thermal storage media to an extent that at least a portion of said

thermal storage media undergoes a phase change in said first time period.



23 . The method of claim 18 further comprising the step:

subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant with said thermal storage media

downstream of said compressor to an extent that at least a portion of said thermal

storage media undergoes a phase change in said second time period.

24. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step:

transferring cooling from said expanded refrigerant downstream of said

evaporator to said thermal energy storage media additionally utilizing a suction heat

exchanger that is constrained within said thermal energy storage module during said

first time period;

subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant downstream of said condenser with

said thermal energy storage media additionally utilizing a liquid heat exchanger that is

constrained within said thermal energy storage module; and

transferring cooling from said expanded refrigerant downstream of said

evaporator to said thermal energy storage media additionally utilizing said suction

heat exchanger during said second time period.

subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant downstream of said condenser with

said thermal energy storage media additionally utilizing said liquid heat exchanger

that is constrained within said thermal energy storage module during said third time

period.

25. The method of claim 24 further comprising the step:

transferring cooling from said isolated liquid line heat exchanger to said liquid

heat exchanger with a first coolant;

transferring cooling from said isolated suction line heat exchanger to said suction

heat exchanger with a second coolant.

26. The method of claim 24 further comprising the step:

cooling said thermal storage media to an extent that at least a portion of said

thermal storage media undergoes a phase change in said first time period.

27. The method of claim 24 further comprising the step:

subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant with said thermal storage media

downstream of said compressor to an extent that at least a portion of said thermal

storage media undergoes a phase change in said second time period.

28. The method of claim 24 further comprising the step:

transferring cooling from said isolated liquid line heat exchanger to said liquid

heat exchanger with a first isolated refrigerant;



transferring cooling from said isolated suction line heat exchanger to said suction

heat exchanger with a second isolated refrigerant.

29. An integrated refrigerant-based thermal energy storage and cooling system

comprising:

a refrigerant loop containing a refrigerant comprising:

a means for compressing and condensing a refrigerant with a compressor and a

condenser to create a high-pressure refrigerant;

during a first time period:

a means for expanding said high-pressure refrigerant with an expansion device to

produce expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with an evaporator;

a means for transferring cooling from said expanded refrigerant downstream of

said evaporator to a thermal energy storage media within a thermal energy storage

module via an isolated suction line heat exchanger; and,

a means for returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor;

during a second time period:

a means for subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant downstream of said

condenser with said thermal energy storage media via an isolated liquid line heat

exchanger;

a means for expanding said subcooled refrigerant with said expansion device to

produce expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with said evaporator;

a means for transferring cooling from said expanded refrigerant downstream of

said evaporator to said thermal energy storage media via said isolated suction line

heat exchanger; and,

a means for returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor;

during a third time period:

a means for subcooling said high-pressure refrigerant downstream of said

condenser with said thermal energy storage media via an isolated liquid line heat

exchanger;

a means for expanding said subcooled refrigerant with said expansion device to

produce expanded refrigerant and provide load cooling with said evaporator; and,

a means for returning said expanded refrigerant to said compressor.

30. An integrated, refrigerant-based, liquid-suction heat exchange thermal energy

storage and cooling system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims.



31. A method of providing cooling with an integrated, refrigerant-based, liquid-

suction heat exchange thermal energy storage and cooling system as claimed in any one

of claims 1 to 17.

32. An integrated, refrigerant-based, liquid-suction heat exchange thermal energy

storage and cooling system as claimed in claim 1, claim 2, or claim 3 and substantially as

hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

33. A method as claimed in claim 18 or claim 19 and substantially as hereinbefore

described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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